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An ace & inherited Vedic Astrology practitioner SHUBHA JAVARIA have 
been into the art of forecasting the future from last 16 years for 
Individuals, corporates & financial markets. 

She is well known for guiding the people in practical spin and believes in 
empowering an individual by assessing future trends based on their 
Horoscope & zodiac reading, so that one can have maximum benefit & 
strategies accordingly. She has been successfully predicting the stock 
market from last 5 years extended her guidance to many investors and 
traders. 
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In our monthly report for April 2018, we had accurately predicted that after
witnessing market turmoil in the month of March, markets will begin to inch
upwards and resume an upward trend in April. Starting from 10100 in the
beginning of April, Nifty continued to gain at a positive momentum and rose
forward above 10700 levels, for the first time since February 2018.

As per the readings, planetary positions indicated that the last week of April will
start a bullish trend which will continue in the month of May. So, get set as we are
heading for a bullish month ahead.

In my weekly report for the last week of April, I had clearly indicated a positive
outlook for the Banking sector and expected a turnaround from the bottom. This
prediction has also proved to be accurate as market reports indicate that a number
of banking and financial institutions have gained momentum and closed on a
positive note on the last trading day of April.

Bulls are back, watch out for breakout!

Nifty will chase previous peak!



Outlook for May-2018

Enjoy Bull ride ….

My prediction based on the planetary confluence is that the first week of May will have
good rollover and will continue the bullish trend that the market experienced during
the last week of April. It will then get into a consolidation phase and rest for a while.

From the middle of the third week of May onwards, it will once again resume the 
bullish rally and from this point onwards market will start the journey to chase the 
previously created peak. The charts indicate that this bullish trend will continue till the 
end of the month, so stay tuned.



Sector-wise, we are of the view that stocks in banking and finance are likely to give a good 
run. The planetary positions do not point out towards any particular stock, but indicates 
the best performers which are fundamentally good stocks from all the sectors. The sector 
which has contributed to the bullish breakout like Information Technology will continue 
the trend in this month as well.
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The month of May will also experience some weak days where the market will enter into 
a correction mode and will witness big intraday falls. But again, the recovery and buying 
will follow quickly in the subsequent days so the weak days will actually prove to be a 
good opportunity to take long positions. As this is a bullish month, we will see more 
bullish days which will have big intraday rallies.



Important Dates in May

May 18 - Key bullish day(Nifty and Bank Nifty)

May 21 - Key bullish day 
May 14 - Key bearish day

Expert Recommendations

The month of May will continue to see the bulls come into play. The market will witness some strong bullish days, 

however, there will be a phase of minor correction and some weak days where traders can take advantage of it 

and take up long positions.
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DISCLAIMER

Please be informed that the following details are for only purpose of 
education. It is neither trading advice nor an invitation to trade. For 
trading advise please have the consultation of affiliated advisor or 
broker.


